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INSTALLER NOTE:
SIZE AND SPACING OF FASTENERS PER LOCAL CODE (TYPICAL) (NOT BY FLEETWOOD)

1-1/4” X 6” ALUMINUM TUBE & 1” X 3-1/2” INSERT STRUCTURALLY FASTENED TO SUBSTRATE (BY OTHERS)

INSTALLER NOTE:
SOLID SHIMS AT ANCHOR LOCATIONS REQUIRED (TYPICAL) (NOT BY FLEETWOOD)

1” INSULATED GLAZING SHOWN

INSTALLER NOTE:
SEAL FASTENER HEADS WITH COMPATIBLE SEALANT AS SHOWN (TYPICAL)

CONTINUOUS SILL PAN (BY OTHERS)

INSTALLER NOTE:
CONTINUOUS SEALANT W/BACKER ROD. (TYPICAL)

1/4” 1 7/16” 1 1/4” 1 7/16” 1 3/4” 1/4”

NET FRAME DIMENSION NET FRAME DIMENSION

EXTERIOR